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INDIA'S LARGEST AROMATIC OIL
DISTILLATION UNIT SELLER70283 70283 hmherbals.in

Corp Office:- S.N. Tower,
Old Hazaribagh Road, Dipatoli

Ranchi 834009
We available at Bhiwadi, Nagpur,

Surat, Ranchi

HM Herbals has its head office and
manufacturing unit built over a large
piece of land in Ranchi, Jharkhand,
India. By operating from this location
for over a decade for delivering
aromatic plants, Portable Distillation
Unit, Steam Distillation Unit, Cow urine
dinstillation, mini distillation  unit. We
have come a long and glorious way and
have. In addition, we now have great
insights of the markets we operate in.
As a result, we have established a
strong reputation worldwide. We,
sometimes, even go beyond our
boundaries to fulfill the requirements
of our clients. For this reason, we also
follow a client-oriented approach.
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www.hmherbals.in

+91 70283 70283
+91 91425 66053

support@hmherbals.com

+91 70283 70283
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Our Distillation Models
Choosing the right distillation unit in
order to have your product(ark,
hydrosol, aromatic oil, distilled cow
urine) inline with quality and quantity
can be a difficult task. 
Here we make sure that you have made
the best decision for your distillation
unit requirement to start with and get
best pharma grade ark, oil or hydrosol.
HM Herbals niche in making distillation
unit from ark , cow urine to aromatic oil
distillation.

Why Choose Us

Ark making distillation unit
Cow urine distillation unit
Aromatic oil distillation unit
Steam distillation unit
Hydro distillation unit
Rose water distillation unit
Boiler based distillation unit

Salient Feature
Customized

Customer care

Quality welding

Easy installation

HM106 STEAM DISTILLATION
BOILER BASED

MOC Stainless SS304 
Seamless Shell tube condenser
5% extra capacity with no cost
TIG welded whole machine

SMALL DISTILLATION UNIT

50/100/200/500 liter capacity
available 
Best designed condenser
best recovery
All in one, ark, hydrosol , oil for

BOTTOM FIRE
DISTILLATION UNIT

2000 to 10000 liter
capacity
Best in design
Higher oil recovery
Less fuel consumption
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MINI DISTILLATION UNIT SS
304

5/10/20 liter capacity available 
Best designed condenser
best recovery
All in one, ark, hydrosol , oil for
Ideal for lab or homemade use
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56000/-94000/- 142000/-224000/-

14600/-  22000/- 31400/-

450000/-  t0 700000/- 

1378000/-  1889000/- 



  * Capacity-  available 5/10/20 liters   * MOC-SS304
  * Ark making * Rose Water making * Gau Mutra Processing * lab Scale unit

  * Laboratory Use * Petal Hydrosol Making * Herbs water based extract making
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